
 

 

The Revolution Leads to War – and Napoleon 
 
1. The Convention and its Committee of Public Safety � All those suspected of being against the 
           revolution and being held in prison were also massacred.  
 
2. The Reign of Terror - There was the introduction of the ‘Law of Suspects’. This Law allowed of  
           the arrest of those that were believed to have opposed the revolution.  
 
3. Napoleon Seizes Power - The period of 1795 to 1799 was marked with attempted coups and  
           rebellions. A final coup was organized by Napoleon Bonaparte.  
 
 
NAPOLEON RULES FRANCE 
 
1. Napoleon first set about to stabilize France politically, economically and socially. He acted to  
           reduce the corruption in the government and strengthen the economy, also restructuring 
           the tax code to be fairer (and to be collected without corruption). 
 
2. Reforms of Napoleon Summarized: 
 
                                       ECONOMY                       GOVERNMENT/SOCIETY                          RELIGION 
  GOALS OF 
    FRENCH                      Equal Taxation                 Less Government Corruption                       Less powerful  
REVOLUTION                  Lower Inflation                 Equal Opportunity in Government                     Catholic Church 
                                                                                                                                               Religious tolerance 
 
ACTIONS OF                   Set up fairer tax code       Appointed officials by MERIT                       Recognized Catholic   
 NAPOLEON                    Set up a national bank      Fired corrupt officials                                   church as official  
                                       Stabilized currency           Created Lycées (public schools)                    “faith of Frenchmen” 
                                       Granted state loans          Code of Laws created                                 Signed concordat 
                                          to business                                                                                      (agreement, treaty) 
                                                                                                                                                   with pope 
                                                                                                                                               Retained seized 
                                                                                                                                                 Church Land 
 
 
IMPACT                          Equal Taxation                 Honest, competent officials                         Religious tolerance 
                                       Stable Economy               equal opportunity in government                 Government control of  
                                                                              Public Education                                               Church land 
                                                                                                                                             Government recognition  
                                                                                                                                                 of the influence of 
                                                                                                                                                     the Church 
 
 

3. By 1804 Napoleon had himself crowned as Emperor of France. 
 
4. While Napoleon was busy extending his empire to most of Europe through victories against  
           the fragmented Germanic forces and blockade of Britain, he also wanted to reassert the 
           French power in the new world. A revolt by slaves in Haiti helped destroy this ambition, 
           and eventually a cash-strapped Napoleon sold New France to Jefferson as the Louisiana 
           Purchase for $15 million (bargain price!) 
 
 
THREE COSTLY MISTAKES NAPOLEON MADE 
1. Continental System of Trade Blockades. In an attempt to weaken British trade with  
           Europe, Napoleon tried to implement a blockade of ports. But Britain still had the 
           stronger navy and responded with its own blockade. This ended up hurting France more 
           than it did Britain. 



 

 

2. The Peninsula War. Portugal was ignoring the Continental System, so Napoleon decided to  
           invade Portugal. But to do this meant that his troops had to cross through Spain. Spanish 
           towns rioted, so Napoleon installed his brother Joseph as king of Spain, leading to more 
           upset — strengthening Spanish resistance. Guerilla fighters (guerra = war in Spanish) 
           fought for 5 years (1808-1813) and this ended up costing Napoleon 300,000 men. The 
           Peninsula War would also enflame Nationalistic passions in the New World against the 
           Spanish. 
 
3. Invasion of Russia. Textbook case of what not to do. Because Russia is so big, and so  
           difficult during winter, if you’re going to invade Russia, prepare to lose! Hitler made the 
           same mistake in the 1940s. A breakdown of the alliance between Napoleon and the 
           Russian Czar Alexander I led to Napoleon’s failed invasion. 
           a. Napoleon failed to plan for the long trip into Russia with adequate supplies, planning 
               instead to get them by taking them from the Russians. When the Russians             
               practiced a “Scorched Earth Policy” (burning their own stuff as they retreated) the     
               French found themselves without supplies. 
           b. Napoleon failed to anticipate the long and brutal Russian winter. He thought he could  
              win a quick victory before the winter set in. But it became so cold that the birds fell  
              dead from the sky! Retreating back into central Europe, the Russians attacked the  
              fleeing French army. He had set out to conquer Russia with 422,000 men, but escaped  
              back 6 months later with only 10,000 men! 
 
 
NAPOLEON ’S DOWNFALL 
 
1. He is eventually defeated by a coalition of British and European troops. Captured, he is 
           “exiled” to a small private island off the coast of Italy (Elba). 
2. The monarchy had been restored in France, and in 1815 Napoleon was emboldened to 
           breakout and escape to lead his army again. 
3. He is defeated by the British at the battle of Waterloo and again exiled—this time 
           permanently. He dies in 1821. 
 
 
Significance of the Period 1789 – 1815 
 

� Immediate Effect on France of Napoleon’s Defeat at Waterloo 
� The place of the Revolution in the Long Anti-Feudal Process 
� Economic Gains of the Bourgeoisie and the Peasants 
� ‘Liberty’ – Liberal Advances but not yet Democracy 
� ‘Equality’ – Civic Equality but not Income Equality 
� Effects in Europe - The Revolution was successful in spreading new political ideas such as 

Nationalism through a previous “un-political” Europe 
 
 
The French Revolution as a source of New Ideas and Doctrines 
 
3 different conclusions about which type of government should have resulted: 

⇒ Democratic parliamentary government is the best solution and it leads to endless reforms  
⇒ That another revolution is necessary to gain the social justice that the Bourgeoisie denied 

to the lower classes. This idea was to be embraced by socialists and later communists.  
⇒ That good government can be expected only from a “Leader/Genius” like Napoleon.  


